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Let us return and visit the Brothers ... where we proclaimed the Word of the Lord  
and see how they are doing. Acts 15:36 

Greetings from Timothy Lutheran 
seminary (TLS), Papua New Guinea 
(PNG). 

This is the third Term of 2021. The 
seminary community comprises five 
teachers with families, two cooks, two 
security guards and twenty-one students 
(two didn't come).  We started this 
academic year with faith in God to lead 
and shepherd us through, while realizing 
what it was like last year, 2020.  We 
continue to thank God for His goodness 
during Chapel Services every day.  
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There are five students doing their final year of study. They will graduate in December and will 
receive calls to serve in the Church.  Another six are doing second year and will also receive calls to do 
vicarage in 2022. The remaining ten students are doing first year.  Teacher to student interaction in 
class is progressing well. 

TLS was choked last year to receive news from the Lutheran Church Missouri-Synod (LCMS) that 
the financial support sent annually had been stopped. We prayed and continued with support from school 
fees, PNGMS and a few Good News Lutheran Church (GLC) Congregations and individuals.  Most of the 
food for students came from the school gardens. We made it through with less support by graduating nine 
students, who are now actively serving in the Church.  
Seven went on vicarage for 2021. 

The picture above shows students posing with  
donated supplies for the school mess. The one at  
right shows students at work in the garden to produce 
food. We do that every year, all year round because it  
contributes to the life and running of the seminary.  

We have one more term and we will be done  
this year. Student food and supplies for the classroom  
seem mostly okay, but for teachers and ancillary staff  
salaries, debts are accumulating.  The electricity bill  
and other administrative commitments also need to  
be settled.  We keep praying and asking, "God give  
us this day our daily bread."  We trust in the good  
Lord for His providence.  God bless us all.   
Rev. John Nathan. Principal  
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Dear Friends in Christ, 
          Summer/Fall greetings from St. Louis!  Thanks to the pandemic, there really isn’t much PNGMS 
NEWS to share, but we want to keep in touch and let you know that we keep our faithful members and the 
church in Papua New Guinea in our daily prayers!  Your Board continues to meet virtually to keep up with 
what’s happening in the GLC.  
          Although Ron and I do not have permission from the Controller to enter PNG, we have our work 
permits and visas in hand. Ron seems fully recovered from a significant stroke in May and we are anxious 
to return to PNG. Schaches, too, are in the midst of renewing work permits and visas. We are hoping to be 
on the field in late December or early January. 
          LCMS received a significant bequest, $73,000, to benefit Timothy Lutheran Seminary and that 
money is in the process of being transferred to PNGMS. Those funds will be used for station maintenance 
as well as theological materials for students and teachers. 
          Because of a recent break-in attempt at the Seminary, PNGMS is now contributing to increased 
security monitoring there, particularly on the two former mission houses (one of which is used by PNGMS 
visitors) and the new workshop built by Roy Schache in 2019. 
          As you can see from the list of members who passed away in the last two years (p.10), our 
membership continues to dwindle as the need for PNGMS support in PNG also declines.  Our support is 
always appreciated, but members of the GLC become more and more ready to govern and support their 
own church body.  For that, we are thankful.  The church has been blessed abundantly and continues to 
grow in spite of assaults by the devil in so many forms!  We look forward to serious discussions on the 
future of PNGMS at our bung in Boise in July of 2022. (See Andrew Luedtke’s article on pp.3-4) 
          Until then, stay safe, get vaccinated and serve the Lord with joy!  Mary Anne 
 

  

Letter from the President 
 

 As mentioned in the Treasurer's Report (P.5), it is hoped that Roy & Judy Schache will be able to 
return to PNG and complete one of the documented projects that uses some of the bequest monies. This 
project involves lining the double classroom with plywood on the walls and adding a plywood ceiling. 
Although this sounds simple, one has to remember that, if this co-insides with classroom activities, noisy 
work and classroom lectures and activities do not mix, and so alternative areas have to be found for 
classroom activities. Also, this building was built using the imperial ft. and inch standards for stud wall 
spacing and this does not suit the metric size sheets. Also all electrical will need to be re-worked as the 
structural work for the ceiling is nailed in place. Lumber will need to be ordered at least 1 month ahead of 
time, and then it is not known whether the supply of materials, such as plywood, sheet metal, nails and 
paint, are available at either Hagen or Wabag. 
 
 Vertical V-crimp metal sheeting will also  
be placed on the outside of the building to prevent  
any more deterioration to the Masonite siding that  
has been there since the building was originally  
erected. More water tanks are also on that  
documented list, so they will be erected and installed.  
 
 Judy will be caring for people's needs in the  
medical area. Hopefully she will be able to arrange  
for the doctor and dentist from Wabag to carry-out  
health and dental clinics at the Seminary. 
 
 We hope and pray that we may again visit  
our brothers and sisters in PNG soon. 

 

Schache Report on New Building Projects at TLS 
Birip 
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          I’m the son of an English  
teacher so I learned to value  
words very early on.  It wasn’t  
as if dad would correct me all  
the time in my word usage,  
although that did happen, so  
much as he would use words  
well enough that I became  
curious about them.  I’d listen  
to his careful phrasing, how he  
enunciated various words in  
some contexts and not in others,  
and the way the words he used  
communicated emotions,  
concepts, values, and traditions.   
Via his love for the careful use  
of language and literature, he  
would share stories, adventures  
and sagas of some hero of this  
or that culture as well as a  
constant stream of stories from the Bible.   
One of my favorite memories is seeing my father talking to students outside the dining hall at Pausa after watching a 
John Wayne movie. He was talking about how various portions and themes within the movie corresponded to real 
life.  As I grew, my appreciation for words matured with the realization that the same word could mean different 
things to different people and that I had to search for the meaning someone was giving a certain word in order to 
understand them.  This realization, in hindsight comes again from my father and his work as a missionary 
communicator across cultural lines in the South pacific, the USA and across Asia.  He taught me to see the world 
through the eyes of others, nurtured in me a sense of open communication and empathy for the people he served.  
He always wanted to understand what people meant and was not worried about any preconceived eternal notion of a 
set meaning for a particular word or turn of phrase.  When we visited countries around the world, he and mom would 
take us to areas and locations that they said were not the typical tourist traps but places where we hoped to see and 
interact with people as they lived their daily lives.  He endeavored to understand.  The world of story and language 
was his vehicle. 
          This short narrative serves to illustrate the central meaning of this article.  It highlights essential parts of the 
‘legacy’ dad left me.  According to Websters, a legacy is “a gift, either physical or non-physical, that comes to 
someone from the past.”  Everyone reading this article has both received a legacy from the past and is leaving a 
legacy for the future.  The Papua New Guinea Mission Society (PNGMS) was created to serve the interests of the 
Kingdom of God and leave a legacy for the people of the Gutnius Lutheran Church of Papua New Guinea (GLC).  
Although this legacy is focused on the GLC, it actually spans the whole globe as a labor of love and faith whose 
primary recipients include the children of the missionaries, both those who are directly related as well as those who 
are children in the faith in PNG! 
            Interestingly, legacies are sometimes left consciously and sometimes unconsciously, and they can be 
received differently.  Examples of this can be seen in some of the responses received to the request for Missionary 
Kids to share their stories as a part of the next Bung.  One would rather not attend because it would be too 
emotionally charged.  Another wondered about the purpose of sharing these stories, thinking they would not help 
anyone.  Yet another said, “I’d love to be a part of hearing other’s stories so I can be a healthier person.”  What we 
pass on is a function of our lives.  We are both Saint/redeemed, and sinner/missing the mark.  The mixed legacy of 
our actions is sown as peace and encouragement and pain and grief broadcast into the future.  The reality of this 
mixed legacy effects all the children of missionaries who now live across the globe.   
             This article is about continuing the legacy of PNGMS, now twenty years old.  Covid has pushed pause on 
international activity; ex-missionaries who have been visiting and laboring alongside our brothers and sisters in PNG 
over the last 20 years are reaching an age where visits will soon no longer be possible.  Right now, more than half of 
the original missionaries to the GLC have passed on into The Father’s Presence.  At this point we have had to wait 
an additional year so that the 2021 Bung is now meeting July 1-4, 2022 at Friendship Celebration Lutheran Church 
(picture above).in Boise Idaho. In short, the future of PNGMS is in doubt.    
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Boise Bung Continued 

           The participants and recipients of this living legacy must decide how and if we will carry it forward.  One of the 
possibilities is to carry on the PNGMS mission in a fashion sustainable by the children of the missionaries.  But what 
would that possibly look like?  Would it even be called the PNGMS?   
            It is interesting the role that the children of the original missionaries to PNG have to play in this possibility.  
We are a mixed bag, each with our own life priorities and willingness to participate in a mission society, from casual 
involvement to full time commitment.   What would the mission be of a group of people with this make up?  What 
might their purpose be in coming together?  How might the meetings go and what might be the content of those 
meetings?  What would these people be engaged in regularly that would bring them together to discuss, plan, 
engage meaningfully and reminisce?  What would be the unifying factor?  The unifying factor for the current PNGMS 
is their years of collective energy in reaching the people of PNG for the Gospel.   I would like to suggest that the 
unifying factor for the generation they are leaving behind is their years of collective experience of living between 
cultures and attempting to live out a faith in God that is authentic to their life circumstances.  To name a few of these 
factors, We have been raised with a phenomenal level of privilege (immense privilege can bring immense 
disfunction) compared to any global citizen. We know what it is to struggle with faith in God asking why the God of 
Christianity is the only one.  We realize our place as world changers in cultures that do not want to admit the rest of 
the world exists.  We deal with depression that NO ONE seems to understand where we come from. We face 
intercultural challenges with ease and grace allowing us to interact and move between cultures like breathing air.  
We engage life with an ability beyond our years, excelling where others fail, and being frustrated at other’s seeming 
inabilities despite our empathy.  We excel at reading people and why they value what they care about…  The list is 
endless as to the blessings and challenges we face because of the choices of our parents.  And yes, there are those 
among us who are so wounded by our parent’s choices that we struggle to even read this paragraph.   
            At the next bung in Boise, while we focus the issue of Third Culture Kids and their parents, might we also 
seriously consider the future of PNGMS as a related topic?  This bung may be the last as we celebrate the legacy of 
70 years of mission to the GLC and 20 years of PNGMS, and we are all needed to help give input as to the future 
possibilities of continuing to gather.  The event and its seminal elements will be  
broadcast world-wide through Zoom technology that ideally will be interactive so  
that those viewing can express their views. (We’re working on that) We will need  
to focus on the generation of people, our fathers and mothers in the faith grew  
us to be.  Missionary Kids are Third Culture Kids.  To this end one of the premiere  
world leaders in the TCK community, Ruth Van Reken will be there to guide our  
thinking as to the TCK profile and its unique impact on the world.  You are  
needed to offer your perspective as we begin to clarify what, if anything is  
possible in future meetings with the new generation…  Our suggested theme  
will be “A Legacy and A Prayer.”  It will be a day longer than previous Bungs,  
Friday evening through Monday Noon, but the 4th of July weekend will allow  
for this.  It will be held in Boise Idaho, one of the most sought-after cities in the  
nation to live and vacation in.  It is also home to the international center for  
Mission Aviation Fellowship and a mecca for outdoor adventure activities.   
            One of the truest expressions of humility before the Lord and renewal  
of human life is the exercise of confession.  As Lutherans we know this and  
actually practice it as part of the liturgy.  It has always been foundational to  
the Lutheran practice of faith in Jesus Christ.  As The Lord leads you in prayer  
and service at His table and as His hands to the world around you please make  
it a priority to ask His guidance for the next year as we plan for the Boise Bung.  Apart from the first gathering at the 
50th celebration in 1998, this promises to be the most important gathering to date for the future of the PNGMS.  
Pray, abide, and give praise as we consider our legacy and enter together in prayer over the Bung next July 
in Boise.  
 
 

 TCKS please consider composing an  
account of your TCK experience for publication 

as a portion of the Boise Bung.  Send your 
composition to tluedtkepng@gmail.com 
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Mission Central: Iowa 

 

The Lutheran Church Missouri Synod 

maintains a website with a link to all of their missionaries 

currently serving the Lord overseas - 

http://www.lcms.org/Missionaries    The website provides 

prayer information and service information for each 

missionary and also indicates how Lutherans in the USA 

can support them. 

 

Mission Central in Iowa partners with the LCMS 

in telling the story of God’s work around the world through 

LCMS missionaries.  Its mission is  "Telling more and 

more people about Jesus, so that there will be more 

people in our real home in heaven."  Its vision is "Every 

Christian praying for and PERSONALLY supporting a 

missionary or mission project!"    website:   

http://www.missioncentral.us 

 

            Lutherans Engage the World is an LCMS 
publication that contains information about mission 
projects and personnel in various countries of the world.  
It aims to engage the church in the work of witness and 
mercy throughout the world in our life together as the 
LCMS.  Access it on the web at the following url.   
engage.lcms.org 

 

Lutherans Engage the World 

 

 

PNGMS Board Members 
 

President:  Mary Anne Rall        
rallpela@sbcglobal.net 

Vice President:  Todd Luedtke 
tluedtkepng@gmail.com 

Recording Secretary:  Carrie Koehn 
koehnca@gmail.com 

Treasurer:  Roy Schache 
schache@embarqmail.com 

 
Board Members: Bob Holst,  Janet 
Luedtke, Emily Rall, Dan Trinklein 

 
PNGMS 

PO Box 661 
Warrensburg, MO 64093-0661 

 

 

LCMS Missionary Website 

 

Mission of Christ Network 

           The Mission of Christ Network is a Christian 
outreach  organization that enables lay workers to 
effectively work in God’s mission internationally.  
Individuals trained, sent and supported by MCN 
discover their place as God’s instruments of witness 
and love at home and abroad.  It is based in Concordia 
Missouri.  There is more detailed information at 
missionofchristnetwork.org 

 

             Since the 2021 Bung in Boise had to be postponed, 
many of you could be wondering “just how is the PNGMS 
doing financially, and what are we doing to support our 
fellow brothers and sisters in Christ in PNG?” Well as any 
report goes, there's good news and bad news. 
 
 First three items of BAD news. Since March of 
2020, there have been no visits nor building projects 
accomplished in the GLC, nor will there be any for the rest 
of this year unless a turn-around happens with the 
pandemic. Yes! The virus is very active in all provinces.  If 
one happens to travel to PNG, the government has 
imposed a 3-week quarantine in the city of entry and at the 
hotel of their choice at your expense + meals. And if you 
travel through Australia, unless you are able to transit 
within that day, you will also spend 2-weeks under the 
same conditions of hotel and meals. Contributions so far 
this year are at $10,000.00 - down by 1/3rd of last year. The 
other bad news is that no-one has stepped forward to fill 
the treasurer position, from which I am retiring. I was 
hoping that some-one would enthusiastically step up to 
take this position? I hope this is not a sign of the aging 
future of PNGMS. 
 
 Now let's look at the GOOD news. Although 
contributions are down this year, PNGMS has $113,615.00 
in total assets - $42,034 in Designated Funds and 
$71,581.00 in general funds. Yes! We are still active in 
PNG. We sent $5,000.00 to Lutheran Heritage for the 
shipping of printed materials which should arrive shortly in 
PNG. These booklets, some the same as before and some 
new materials, will fill the Book Storage building that was 
built in 2019 before they are distributed. PNGMS has also 
been sending $5,000.00 per year to TLS to help subsidize 
the general operations of the seminary including teacher's 
salaries and food for the seminarians. Designated funds 
have also been sent to subsidize seminarians’ annual fees, 
especially those from the Hewa/Wanakipa/East Sepik 
areas.  
 
 Some more good news. LCMS has just announced 
that they will release the bequest monies (approximately 
$78,000.00) to PNGMS as caretakers of the funds so that 
they are utilized as documented by the Principal of TLS, 
Rev. John Nathan. The last of the good news is that Ron 
and Mary Anne Rall have received both Work Permit and 
Visa renewal to re-enter PNG, and Roy Schache has 
received his Work Permit, and He and Judy are currently 
working on the documentation for their Visa renewal. It is 
hoped that both families will be able to return to PNG in 
2022.         

 

 

 

 

Roy Schache:  
Treasurer’s Report 

http://www.lcms.org/Missionaries
mailto:rallpela@sbcglobal.net
mailto:tluedtkepng@gmail.com
mailto:koehnca@gmail.com
mailto:schache@embarqmail.com


 

 

  

 

The bishop preached a sermon ahead of the consecration 
on Joshua 24:1-2; 15-17 and John 6:66-69. He 
emphasized remaining faithful to the Lutheran doctrines 
and standards that lead to eternal salvation. Several youth 
and women groups presented songs that added flavor to 
the Lutheran worship service. His message celebrated the 
historic event when God allowed His missionaries and 
church fathers to bring the Gospel to the pagan world of 
the Enga. He made reference to Rev Harold Freund and 
builder Pat Klienig of the Lutheran Church Australia, who 
arrived at Yaramanda on August 26, 1948 and planted the 
first Lutheran mission. 

 
              

 

A new classroom at 
Concordia Lutheran 
Primary School, Lakolam, 
Wabag District, built by 
Mapai Transport & Group 
of Companies at a cost of 
K550 000.00 was opened 
and consecrated by 
Acting Head Bishop of 
the GLCPNG Rev Rasak 
Polyo on GLCPNG Day 
today, 26 August, 2021 
 
The bishop also 
consecrated a vehicle 
and a 100KVA Generator 
along with the 4 in 1 two 
story building donated by 
the Mapai Group to the 
new school. A packed 
crowd witnessed the 
event along with 54 
ordained pastors of the 
GLCPNG from six 
districts across the 
country. 
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Mr. Jacob Luke, Managing Director and owner of the 
Mapai Group presented the 4 in 1 building to the people 
and community at Lakolam. He assured the people that 
proceeds of his company will continue to provide critical 
assistance for community projects within his tribal areas 
and elsewhere.  He also thanked many people who had 
given support to complete the building projects, 
because without them there would be no progress. He 
mentioned many names and acknowledged multiple 
partnerships in support of the people. 
 
Project Manager Ezekiel Peter and Project Chairman  
John Irasol thanked Jacob Luke and his Mapai Group  
of Companies for delivering this school project that will 
benefit over 700 children this year. Wabag District  
Schools Inspector Mr. Steven Kolalyo further thanked  
the Mapai Group for partnering in education and  
investing in human resources. He challenged the  
people to embrace the education of the children and  
stop all forms of tribal fighting.  

 

Mr. Kolalyo reminded the people that men of 
Mr. Luke’s stature often find safe haven in 
countries abroad. Mr. Luke’s return to Lakolam 
village and his gift of this school is an 
unbelievable decision by him to think about you 
and the children. This school is level 3 in its first 
year and next year is approved for upgrading to 
level 5.  He said this school would likely be 
upgraded in the years to come as a high 
school, secondary school or even a university 
or college. 
 

 

Several media outlets 
including the Post 
Courier, the National, 
EMTV and NBC were 
present to witness and 
report on this event. 
The day seemed 
darkened by cloud and 
there were morning 
showers, but the sun 
rose extremely high and 
shining as the day's 
program progressed. 
(Pictures: processions 
and community leaders 
in front of the 4-in-1 
school building and in 
front of Mr. Luke’s new 
Lakolam house.) 
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Dear Friends and Members of PNGMS,  

WANPIS WANBEL Many of you will be familiar with these two expressive Melanesian Pidgin words,  

 The WAN in both words means ONE, just like it sounds. 

 PIS is FISH. WANPIS means ALONE, solitary, a person apart from others.  

 BEL is the BELLY, but In Pidgin, the BEL is the seat of the emotions, just as the heart is the source of emotions 

in English.  

 WANBEL is ONE BEL, or UNITY, being of a united mind, with one accord, in agreement. 

          I bring up these two words because they are dominant in my life in Papua New Guinea today. I have been 
Wanpis since March 2020 with the pandemic keeping me rather isolated. It's been 16 months since our LCMS 
missionary colleagues departed PNG because of the coronavirus, six months since seeing my PNG immediate 
family, and nearly two years since seeing my US family and friends. I've refrained from in-person group gatherings, 
so no meetings, teaching, or community events. I get to Mt Hagen, 50 miles distant, about once a month for errands 
which are brief times I cross paths with mission friends or see any expatriates. On the flip side, our family has figured 
out video chats, friends connect on Facebook, mission meetings are conducted on Zoom, and international 
congregations broadcast their services over the internet. So good! In addition, I daily connect with my community in a 
wide range of one-on-one interactions on the veranda. Life has a simple rhythm. I haven't felt lonely, though in many 
regards I am alone. Wanpis.  
          I don't claim to be alone in this Wanpis status this past year. To some degree, you have likely been Wanpis 
because of the pandemic. As the world slowly reopens and you have more opportunities to be physically together, I 
expect you sense relief and joy. We are meant to be together. Perhaps this need to be with one another makes all 
the divisions we've seen this past year even more difficult to bear. Whether focused on race, gender, immigration, 
climate, elections ... whatever ... We're not Wanpis, but there is no Wanbel, either. We don't agree. There is no unity.  
          Despite continuing divisions in the Gutnius Lutheran Church I work with, most recently, by God's grace, 
Wanbel is now being sought earnestly. I had forgotten what hope felt like until Wanbel first glimmered on the 
horizon—it has joy intermingled! "How good and pleasant it is when brothers walk together in unity." (Ps 133:1) The 
road is not yet fully clear, but we are striving to walk together.  

Around Papua New Guinea ...  
          COVID-19 has surged since March 2021 in PNG. Vaccines are available, but there is great hesitancy to getting 
the jab. PNG has little testing for COVID, so many folks do not believe COVID is a concern for the country or for 
themselves personally. Thankfully, I have been able to get my two shots of the AstraZeneca vaccine. We pray the 
pandemic will release its grip on the world and PNG, and that people will take reasonable care to ensure their safety 
and the good health of others.  
          Sorcery Accusation Related Violence remains a critical, prevalent atrocity in PNG. That is -- when someone is 
ill or dies, there are times another person is accused of having caused the malady through "sanguma" or by being a 
"sanguma." In SARV, the accused person is  
then tortured -- at times, tortured to death.  
The latest affront to Christianity is that so  
called "prayer warriors" are sometimes the  
ones who identify the supposed sanguma.  
Rather than Christians loving and 
protecting those who have been falsely  
accused, others usurp and twist the name of  
god to condemn and kill. We pray the Church  
rises to stand solidly against these false  
beliefs and heinous actions.  
          Meanwhile at Lakolam (see the  
previous two pages), Jacob Luke continues  
to use his resources to build positivity in the  
Enga Province by constructing a new home  
of his own and a Lutheran school.   
(Picture at right.) 

 
 

 

Grace Koehn Interns with PNGMS News from Julie Lutz in PNG  
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News From Highland Lutheran 
International School (HLIS) 2021 

     

ANNA BLAKE IS THE NEW PRINCIPAL FOR HLIS 2021 
          Highlands Lutheran International School (HLIS) began the new school year for 2021 with a new 
principal, Ms. Anna Blake. She is pictured above at her installation service at HLIS with Rev. John Pupu 
and teacher and congregation leader Pam Liu.  
           Ms. Blake is from the Western Highlands Province, more specifically the Tomba area.  She has 
taught in secondary schools for 12 years and served as a deputy principal curriculum for 8 years. She is 
married with 7 children:  4 older students in college and university, and 3 younger children with her at 
HLIS Amapyaka. She writes the following.  
          I am a Christian.  It is my prayer to uphold and continue the good work which was started here at 
HLIS by missionaries – excellence in education guided by the Gospel of Jesus Christ – that we today do 
not waver from the center of the foundation of the institution – our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, pointing 
the young children in the right direction. 
 
MARCH 10 HLIS PAID SPECIAL TRIBUTE TO PNG  
FATHER SIR MICHAEL SOMARE 
          HLIS paid tribute to the founding father of Papua New  
Guinea, the late Grand Chief Sir Michael Thomas Somare on  
March 10, 2021. The theme of the tribute was: “YOU ARE  
GONE BUT YOUR LEGACY LIVES ON”. (Picture at right) 
 
 
 
 

 

CULTURE INSERVICE (picture at left) 
          The Enga Provincial Government is 
implementing a program of Cultural Studies in 
Enga schools, and HLIS teachers hosted an in-
service on the new curriculum initiative led by 
implementation team member Mr. Martin.  
Teaching manuals were distributed to teachers 
who will integrate the studies with various subjects. 
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In Memory of Departed GLC Missionaries - 1995 to Present 
(If you know of someone who should be added, please send their name and date of death  

to Dan Kunert – dkunato@gmail.com) 
 

 
 2014 - Joan Stacy (MAF) 

2014 - Rev Terry Borchard 
2014 - Celia (Hankel) Thiel  
2014 - Joan (Wegener) Maczkowiack 
2014 - Roberta Lutz 
2014 - Lois Kroenke 
2014 - Bishop Pilipo  
2014 - Stephanie Prins 
2013 - Beth Arndt  
2013 - Dr Ronnie Rivers  
2013 - Estelle Johnston (MAF) 
2013 - Fay Olive   
2013 - Murray Dixon 
2012 - Rev Yapata Yoko (from Sirunki) 
2012 - Pat Franklin 
2012 - Theodore (Ted) Noack 
2012 - Lou Heppner  
2012 - Margaret (Davis) Poole 
2011 - Marilyn (Pech) Schulz 
2011 - William (Woodie) Woodburn 
2011 - Dennis Feist  
2011 - Dr Ted Westermann 
2011 - Joe Neubacher  
2011 - Charles (Chuck) Rivers 
2011 - Ian Horsfield  
2011 - Rev Dr Ralph Gehrke 
2010 - Rev Dr Waima Waesa 
2010 - Dr Steven Lutz    
2010 - Joan Woodburn 
2010 - Gerhard (Gary) Noack 
2010 - Richard (Dick) Hilgendorf 
2009 - Mary Ellen McArthur 
2009 - Jack Green  
2009 - John Murden 
2009 - Ed Bloos 
2009 - Jim Barton 
2009 - Marlene Rivers  
2008 - Ralph Bleeke  
2008 - Peg Bleeke  
2008 - Rev Roger Hett  
2008 - Karen Bjornstad 
2008 - Rev Karl Stotik  
2008 - Grace Noack 
2007 - Rev Dr Walter Wangerin Sr.  
2007 - Ruth (Seiler) Close  
2007 - Stan McMillen 
2007 - George Hinlicky 
2007 - Raine Spruth 
2007 - Ron Nitschke  
2003 - Christine (Peglar) Quast 
2002 - Rev Doug Groenewold 
1999 - Enid Kleinig 
1998 - August Paul Harold Freund 
1995 - Dorothea  Marha (Ey) Freund 

2021 - Elwyn Ewald 
2020 - Deane Russel 
2020 - Jerry Schmeling 
2020 - Karen Pust 
2020 - Ruth Budke 
2020 - Katherine Smith 
2020 - Steve Steffens 
2020 - Sharon (Lehman)Glazener 
2020 - Roland Freund 
2019 - Janet Mirtschin 
2019 - Loren Wessel 
2019 - Judy McCormick 
2019 - Jan Wagner 
2019 - Elinor Burce 
2019 - Althea (Weier) Milbrath 
2018 - Rev Harvey Kath 
2018 - Rev Clarence “Bud” Budke 
2018 - Ian Stacy (MAF) 
2018 - Phyllis Dicke 
2018 - Carol Barton 
2018 – Nell (formerly Russel)  

van den Bogaart 
2018 - Joan Lorenz 
2018 - Shirley Koch 
2018 - Dr Francis Ingemann 
2017 - Linda Starick  
2017 - Norma Heinicke 
2017 - Beth Brandon 
2017 - John Johnston (MAF) 
2017 - Clarence (Clancy) Schultze 
2017 - Loretta Adler 
2017 - Rev Walter Fehrmann 
2017 - Christine Yarroll 
2017 - Ruth Wagner 
2017 - Edward Dicke  
2017 - Rev Don Rothenbush 
2017 - Rev Herb Schaan 
2017 - Rev Daniel Watato  
2016 - Reta (Wiebe) Thiele 
2016 - Mae Herman 
2016 - Rev Dick Brandon 
2016 - Donald Yarroll 
2016 - Maggie Gruenhagen 
2016 - Rev Gerald Arndt 
2016 - Edith (Casson) Schild 
2016 - Bob Kroenke 
2016 - Joop Prins 
2016 - Dr Eric Hoopmann 
2016 - Rev Dr Otto Hintze 
2016 - Lucy Busse 
2014 - Bishop Joshua Marai 
2014 - Marge Dahlke 
2014 - Rev Leroy Eckert 
2014 - Rev Bilip Kangeo  
2014 - Brierley Bailey  
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